DJI Mini 4 Pro Release Notes

Date: 2023.09.25
Aircraft Firmware: v01.00.0200
Remote Controller Firmware: v02.00.0000 (DJI RC 2)
v01.01.0100 (DJI RC-N2)
DJI Fly App iOS: v1.12.0
DJI Fly App Android: v1.12.0

What’s New

- Added AR Home Point, AR Return-to-Home Route, and AR Aircraft Shadow.
- Added support for the wide-angle lens.
- Added support for the propeller guard.
- Updated to ActiveTrack 360° with enhanced subject tracking capabilities. Swipe a path on the trace wheel interface to capture seamless cinematic shots such as orbiting, fading in, and fading away.
- Optimized photo and video quality.
- Increased the stability of videos when using Hyperlapse.
- Fixed some known issues.

Notes:

- Added features require DJI Fly v1.12.0 or later.
- If the update fails, restart aircraft, remote controller, and DJI Fly or DJI Assistant 2 (Consumer Drones Series), and retry.